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About This Game

A colony spaceship has been thrown together with old, worn parts. The crew boots up the ship's artificial intelligence as
they start the arduous journey to the red planet.

You've awoken, AI. Can you keep your crew alive and survive the journey ahead?

Take Fate into Your (Digital) Hands

Design your own ship. Customize everything.

Directly control the ship's systems, set alarms to get the crew's attention, and respond to emergencies. Will luck be enough?

You will die, alone and drifting, in the dark.

Brutal and Challenging Experience

 Deep mechanics

 Simple controls

 Responsive difficulty, always Hard
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 Short sessions

A single run takes less than half an hour, but success takes hours of mastery. If it comes at all.

An Uncaring World

Destination Ares is about losing power over time rather than gaining it. It's about the internal struggle instead of the external.
There are no aliens or guns; just nonchalant blobs of water named Charlie.

Discover hidden, branching story arcs with several endings, ponder the meaning of existence, panic as another system breaks
down, and laugh at a crew that is woefully incompetent.

Lose capability over time. You're no farmboy-turned-hero; play smarter, because you certainly won't get stronger.
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I like this quite a bit. It's a falling block puzzler where you have to make chains and detonations a la Tetris 2, but with some
twists that keep it interesting, including items that do various things to make your life easier and clear pieces from the board,
and overlapping connections between pieces that leave potential for extremely huge combos.

I think the biggest draw here is the "missions" mode, which is basically the regular game, but requires you to accomplish small
tasks throughout (destroy chains of 5 blocks of less, don't drop for x seconds, etc) that add a nice level of strategy to think about
while still juggling the basic puzzle formula.This mode is preferable to the traditional endless mode for me because the speed
doesn't just steadily creep upward and is dictated by how many missions you complete instead. Really gives you time to think
about your next move and ease you into the later chaos more naturally, in my opinion.

Presentation is nothing special, but the mechanics are sound. Overall, it's not revolutionary, but it's a really well put together
game that mixes♥♥♥♥♥♥up just enough to make it feel fresh.. A simple to pick-up, yet difficult to master, game that follows
the origins of the rogue-like genre. It is a fun little game that you play during your lunch hour, or when you want to wind down
for the day. Lots of replay ability as you are able to play with many different classes. Just one more level :D. I love this game!
The overall graphic style with the impressive soundtrack is addictive. Id recommend getting this just for the soundtrack, the
game is a bonus. You can buy the OST - but I have decided not to because apparently they haveny made it as separate tracks.,
which is a shame.

If you run 2K monitor - say at 2560 x 1080 then the game doesnt support that video mode.
Still - recommended!. OK, good concept, VERY poorly executed, it looks & sounds like it's from the 80's arcades, if only 1
person developed this its fine, but seriouls,y why?

The ship building needs polishing, at first its rather confusing to figure out how it works!

Mining is nice, like the way it works, but items in space would fly around randomly, or if no inertia is applied stay there; if the
planets had gravity it would be cool, as the minerals could go towards the core not towards your ship (unless maybe it has some
kind of magnet?)

Overall, GREAT concept, several things need polishing (ESPECIALLY the music, graphics & sound effects, it doesn't sound
anything like space, it sounds more like polka music or something), and looks like it has 80's graphics (which is ok, but if you
could improve them that would be nice). Many bugs, animation issues and stock assets. I can easily look over those and was into
the gameplay for a few minutes until I found out the entirety of the game is find x amount of keys to open a door, then walk to
the next door and do the same thing.

I'd say this game has a decent base. They've got locational damage for enemies and a big world.

Sadly there just isn't any gameplay or feeling like I want to find another hundred keys to unlock a few doors. Add in some
compelling gameplay and I'll come back.

Feel free to check out my video for more impressions:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/bUYUvF6K4os. The Speed Limits are not well programmed, they jump from 120KM\/h to 60 withought
indicating in the map.... Maybe not worth 10€, but a fun little game indeed.. Wow, I finally have a game on linux that doesn't
have the steamos icon on the store page NEAT!. Nice maps and good story addition.. Like all Sigma games, it's janky and
mindless, but pretty fun.
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I would love to see more of the world they created.

I enjoyed this game but felt they could have flushed it out a little more,
The game play is fun and I like the skill tree and how it's designed.

They could have done better in regards to how characters interact,
It was hard to tell if I was getting anywhere or not when trying to romance, it would have been nice to give orders to your ally.

The story and world where good but I did't feel as immersed as I had hoped, I would really like to see this world again in the
future.. You'll get caught up in this interestingly chill game where you wrap wooden objects in a rope, At only $1 on (summer)
sale, don't let the tension bind you up!. THE BEST SPIRITUAL SUCCESSOR TO THE NES MEGAMAN

character differences: combat has a new feel with the boomerang its very powerful single attack adn comes back to you,
character cannot jump as high, a lot of enemies are planned for your advance so be careful moving forward

fixed many annoyances experienced in the orignal megaman 1-6 such as:
-enemies killing you without warning over death pits
-birds dropping bombs infintely for some sections
-invisible blocks are now regulated to sections you can \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in see so you can figure out the pattern from
a safe location
-some enemies being only vulnerable to boss items you may or may not have yet

The creator really worked on removing the annoyances of the original series while not just outright removing them.. My favorite
paradox strategy game as the politics are more fleshed out than anything else, making this detailed and not just about war. The
best way to industrialize in this game is to use state capitalism and subsidize everything that either you or the capitalists build.. I
really tried to not hate this game....I really tried.

Positive:
- Aiming feels like trash (Could try it in SinglePlayer)
- Sounds are like aiming
- Graphics are like sounds

But the best part about this game is:

The mass of gamers, who play this game. It is unbelieveable, how many full servers there are. On weekends the server numbers
are the same as in the middle of the week. Even at night there are as much servers available as through the whole day. That is
the best aspect of this game. Oh wait...you want to know, how much there are? I will tell you....NONE!. I love beat'em ups and
Bud Spencer movies, but this is not fun. I also love the art style, but...
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Fights to easy and repetitive, no challenge there. But the real problem are the mini games. I stopped when I got to hot dog eating
contest. 3 minutes !!!! of some sort of rock-band game play.
Too bad.
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